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ABSTRACT
This  paper examines the correlation between changes  in consumer spending on non-durables  and ser-
vices, and levels or  changes in  a va.riet'y  of other  variables which  might  be expected to  enter direc  y  as
arguments of the household utility  function ol to aerve  as measures  of household Iiquiclity.  Empirical  results
strongly suggest  that  an increase  in real money balances  raises  the niarginal utility  of consumption.  Once the
influence of real balances is accounted for, there is little  evidence that  other var.iables  have a direct impact
on the timing  of consumption.
"  Gregory  Mankiw,  Randall  Mdriger,  Charles  Nelson,  Lawreuce  Summels,  and  an  arrony_
mous  referee  provided  helpful  cornments  on an  carlier'draft.  The  views  expressecl  in  this  paper
are  not  necessarily  those  ofthe  Federal  Reser:ve Dank  of Dallas  or  the  Federal  Reserve  System.I,  INTRODUCTION
The standard version of the permanent income hypothesis-as  developed,  for example, by IIall  Ilg7g]-
assunes that  the ma.rginal utility  of consumption is a function  of current consumption alone. Utility  maxi-
mization  and the rational  exPectations hypothesis then imply  that  anticipated  changes  in consumpiron axe
uncorrelated with  all variables in households' current information  sets. In  this form the permanent income
model has not fared particularly  well in empirical tests. Ilall  himself, for example, found that lagged changes
in stock prices help predict  changes  in consumption, while Mankiw  [1981] and Nelson [l9g7] show that  the
percentage  change in consumption is correlated with lagged grorvth in disposable income. Flavin  [1gS1,  lgSS]
and Campbell  and,  Mankiw  [1987],  meanwhile, have argued that  consumption is too sensitive to predictable
fluctuations  in contemporaneous income to be consistent witrr the permanent income model,l
A  possible explanation  for these negative results is specification error.  In  particular,  it  may  be that
variables other than  consumption-typically  measured by expendltures on .non-durables and/or  services-
have an impact on its ma.rginal utiliiy.  That  is, the household uiility  funciion  may be non-separable between
consumption and so-me  other variable  Three candidates for non-eparability  have already !eceived attentio[
in  the literature.  Thus  Bernanke [1985] has examined the relationship  between households' non-durables
and services expenditures  and  their  stocks of  durable  goods; Ivlankiw,  Rotemberg,  and  Summers [1ggb]
have looked for  evidence of  non-separability  between consumption  and leisure; and  Aschauer [1g85] has
looked for non-epalability  between consumption and goverrment purchases. Only Aschauer finds significant
interaciions.
Another  ca.ndidate for non-epa,rability-real  mouey balances-is  suggested by recent theoretical  and
empirical  work on the demand for money.2 The principal  contribution  of the current  paper is to show that
once the  influence of  real balances is taken  into  account,  there  is no  compelling  evidence that  changes
in  consumption  are collelated  with  ant'icipated or lagged changes in  income, stock prices, or government
purchases--or,  indeed, with  any of a wide variety of other variables which migllt  be expected either to serve
as  measures  of liquidity  or to directly allect the marginal utility  of consumption.  Thus the available aggregate
time- series  evidence  is consistent with the permanent income model, provicled one is willing to accepi'a strong
influence of real balances on the marginal  utility  of consumption,
Poterba  and  Rotemberg  [1987] also estimate  a  model in  which  money  enters the  household utility
function.  They, however, are principally  concerned rvith determining  how the composition of asset demands
responds to  changes in yield-prea.ds  ra,ther than  in estimating  the strength  and direction  of the response
of consumption to  changes  in real balances. Further,  the parameter estirnates which they report  imply  thatincreases  in liquid  assets  have a' negaliae  effect on consumption,  Dstirnates reported here, in contrasr, suggesr
a strong posilioe efect.  Possible reasons  for this difference in results are discussed  below.
Section II  reviews the paper's meihodology.  Section III  presents empirical  results, and explores some
refinements of ihe basic model. In Section IV  the Euler equations for interest-bearing  assets  and nloney axe
estimated jointly.  Section V concludee with  a brief discussion of policy implications.
II.  THE  MODEL
A.  Formulatins the Model
A necessary  condition for optima.lity of a household's consumption plan is that  the household be indif-
lerent between one unit  of consumption at time t and 1 + r(l)  units of consumption at time I *  1, where r(t)
is the real rate of interest,  Formally.
(1) v"  1r1  =  e,  101I(t)It(uJ1, ' 
\L+p)
where ft  (t)  is the marginal  utility  of consumption, p is the rate of subjective time-preference, and -Er(.) is
the household's expectation  as of time t-assumed  identical to the mathematical  expectation conditional on
information  available  at t.
As Mankiw  [1981] has shown, equation (1) implies that,  as an approximation,
(11
where
(r(l) - p)  + log[yj((i  + t;; - tos[yy(r)]  = r(i + 1)  -.2(r + 1),
c(r+  l)  = '(1+  r(t))',v16(t  4l)'  -..{l+.(,Dllvx(r+ I)tt :-(tT7trt  yxftt-t  - 
",lLlfTIf-rt-Elt-rr
is white  noise from  the  perspective of time  t.  If  the marginal  utility  of  consumption  is log-linear  in  its
arguments, (1/) is easily estimated.3 Suppose, accordingly, that
(2)  vx(t)  = p(t)lx  U)-  ")ltt  1t7sy,
where X(t)  and M(t)  denote real consumption and real uro'ey  bala.nces,  respectively, Er[log(l(,  +  1))] =
log(p(t))+pq,  and q and d are  constants.  concavity requires  that a be  positive. Noie that vxM(q  =  Zffi,
which  has the  same sign as p.  Mankiw  and Nelson implicitly  assume that  utility  is additively  separable
betrveen  consumption  and other variables,  so  that, in their models,6 = 0.Substitute  from (2) into  equation  (1/)  to obtain
(3) Ac(r)  = (po  1 io")  /.  + (,  (t)  - p)  /  a + (B  / q) /ini(t)  + e(t  + r),
where  Ac(l) = los(x(l 1 l)) - los(X(r)),  Am(t)  :  ros(M(r  + 1))  - tos(M(r)),
11
e(r  +  l) = 
i{5tr'(r  +r)-02)  _€(r+  1)+  ftos(p(t  +r))  _  s,fosfu(r+  r))ll}
and o2 denotes the valiance of e-
If households  ma.ke  full use  of available information,  ihen €(, + 1) will be white noise from the perspectlve
of time t' and consistent eetimation of equation (3) can be accomplished using a linear instrumental  variables
regression routine  Any  va.riable in the information  set of households at  time  i  will  be uncorrelaied  with
e(f +  1), and hence serve as a legitimate  instrument.4
B.  Testine the Model
As noted in Section I, it  has been suggested  that  the rate at which households purchase non-durables
and services-their  consumptiou-is  influenced by the level ofreal  money bala,nces  per household- According
to traditional  Keynesian theory, in contrast, it  is changes  in disposable income which principally  determine
the timing  of consumption expenditures. Alternatively,  perhaps households find it costly to vary therr raies
of consumption, as suggested  by Hall.  If the Ileynesian model is correct, anticipated changes  in consumption
ought to be correlated with  anticipa'ted changes  in income. If llall  is correct, lagged changes  in incorne, stock
prices, or consumption  ought to  help predict future  changes  in consumption.  Similarly, if variables such as
hours of employment,  the stock of consumer durables, or goyernment purchases affect the marginal  utility
derived ftom  private  consumption-pending,  anticipated changes  in one or more of these variables ought to
be correlated with  anticipated  changes  in consumption.  To determine whether lagged  or anticipated changes
in variables other than real money balances  ltave an impact on the timing of consumption, it is necessary  only
to  add these changes to the right-hand-ide  of equatidn (3), estimate the modified equation, and conduct
the usual significance tests.
Changes in consumption will be correlated rvith predictable changes  in disposable income-as  in l(eyne-
sian theory-if  some  constant fraction of the population is "liquidity  constrained" in every period, and so  finds
it consumption limited  by current income [Flavin, 19gb; campbell  and l\,Iankiw, l9g?].  suppose instead that
the fraction ofhouseholds facing binding liquidity  constraints varies  over time.  Since  for liquidity-constrained
households equation (1) is replaced by an inequality, rvirh v;(t)  greater than  E, { aa+,#(!!t)},  in periodsiu which a relatively  Iarge number of househokls are constrained, equation (3) will  underpredict  the rate of
change of consumption.  Empirically,  one rvould then see  variables correlated with  the incidence of liquidity
constraints-perha.ps  the  delinquency rate on consumer loa.ns,  or the household debt/income  ratio-enter
with  significant, positive coeficients when added to the righi_hand_side of equaiion (3).
III.  DMPIRICAL  RESULTS
In  Part A of thi6 section, I examine wh"ther  or not, apart from the influence of the real rate of interest,
consumption  follows  a random  walk.  As in  previous studies, both  lagged changes in  disposable income
and lagged changes in stock prices are found  to  be helpful  in  predicting  changes  in  consumption.  Lagged
changes  in the 6tock of consumet durables and in real money balances are also comelated with  changes  iu
consumption,  as a"re  lagged cha.nges  in consumption itself.  lVhen  current  real balances are included in ihe
household utility  function  however, the influence of each of these lagged variables disappea.rs.  That  is, each
lagged variable is helpful in predicting changes  in consumption only insofar as it is correlated with the cuuent
change in real ba,lancee.
Next I examine whether or not changes  in consumption are correlated with predictable,  conlempo".,neous
change in  any va,riables  other  than  real money balances.  Current  changes in  a number  of variables are
introduced  on the  righi-hand-side  of equation  (3),  which is then  estimated using instrumental  variables.
None of  the  coefrcients  corresponding to  the  added va.riables are statistically  significant  as long  ae rear
balances are also included in the equation.
Fiually,  in  Part  C,  I  examine sevetal possible refinements of the  model,  looking  first  at  alternative
measutes of liquid  assets, then  at  alt€rnative  measures of the real rate of interest.  There is found  to  be
little  evidence that  assets  other than  cash and checkable  deposits offer liquidity  services over an interval  as
short as one quarter.  one's  choice  of a measure of trre real interest rate, meanwhile, has little  impact on the
parameter estimates one obtains.
A.  Does  Consumntion Follow  a Ranclom  Walk?
Table  I  reports  results obtained  when  quarter-to-quarter  cha.uges  in  the  Iogarithm  ot.onru*ption
are regressed on a constant,  the  real rate of interest  (here measured by  the inflatiou-adjustecl,  after-tax
return  on  3-month  Tleasury  Bills),  and lagged quarter-to-quarter  changes i1  the  logarithms  of  each of
a numbet  of other  variables:  consumption,  money bala.nces,  the stock of consumer durables, government
defense  purchases, government non-defense purchases,  hours of work, disposable income, and stock prices.s
According  to  the simplest version of the life cycle-permanent  iucome urodel, only  the ex-ante  real interestrate ought to have a signiffcant impact on the iiming  of consumption. In faci though, consistent with  results
reported by Hall [1978],  the lagged change  in stock prices has a highly significant coefficient, Consistent with
results reported by Mankiw  [1981]  a"nd  Nelson Ii987], the coefficient  of the lagged change  in disposable  income
is also significa'nt. The same is true of the coefficients of lagged changes  in money balances, consumption,
and consumer durables-
The results reported in Table I cast substantial doubt on the ability  of the simple life cycle-perma.nent
income  model  to  explain  the  timing  of  consumption.  As  a first  test  of  whether  or  not  these negative
results ale due to  specification error-in  particular,  the failure  to  include real money balances as a non-
separable argument of ihe household utility  function-equation  (3) was estimated in unmodifled form, then
re-stimated  witlpthose  I'ariables which were significant in Table I added, one at a time, to ite risht-hand-
side.6 R€sults a,re  given in Table II.
The evidence in Table II strongly suggests  that  consumption-spending is concentrated in periods during
which real money balances  a.re  high  Further, the influence of lagged changes  in other variables, such as  stock
prices and disposable income, disappears  once the impact ofreal  balances  is accounted for. Thus each  lagged
variable has a statistically  insignificant  coefficient when included on the  right-hard-side  of equation  (3).
The coefficient of the cunent  change in real balances  is, in contrasi, uniform.ly significant, with  an estimated
va.lue  which changes  little  from regression  to reqression.
The  results reported in  Part  A  do not  rule out  the possibility  that  predictable  change in  lhe  cunenl
value of some variable other  than  real balances might  have a significant impact  on consumption.  lt  might
be, for  example, as Aschauer [1g85] argues, that  the current  change in  government purchases belongs on
the  right-hand-side  of  equation  (3)  rather  tha.n, or  in  addition  to,  the  current  change in  real ba.lances.
AccordinglS  equation (3) was re-estimated  with  current changes  in consumer durables, government defense
purchases,  government non-defense purchases,  hours of worli, disposable income, and stock prices added, in
turn,  as right-hand-side  variables.
According  to  Table III,  regardless of which variable is adcled to  the right-hand-side  of equa-'tion  (B),
the couesponding estimated coefficient is statistically  insignificalt.  The coefffcieni of the current change in
real money balances is, in contrast'  uuiformly  significant, with  a value that  varies Iittle  from  resresslon to
regressron.
There  is a poosibility  tlrat  time-aggregation  is given rise to  biased coeffrcient estimates in  Table III.
Suppose,  for example, that  real money balances  follorv a random walk and that  an increase in real balances
B.results in an immediate,  permanent increase  in the rate of corrsun-rption.7  Then an increase  in real balances
which  occurs in,  say, May,  will  tend  to  raise third-quarter  average consumption  by more than  it  raises
second-quarter  consumption.  Quarter-to-quarter  changes  in  average consumption  will  thus appear to be
serially correlated, as will  quarter-to-quarter  changes  in  average rea.l  balances. tr\rthermore,  one-quarter
lagged increases  in average  real balances  will be correlated with  changes  in average  consumption,  So changes
in real balances will  appear to predict future  changes  in both  real balances and consumption.
Mankiw,  Rotemberg, and Summers [1g8s],  and Mankirv [19g8],  have suggested  that the time-aggregation
problem be circumvented  by using non-a.djacent data points.  Accordingly  Table IV  presents results based
on regressions  using only data from  the first month  of each qualter.8
There is little  difierence between the pararneter estimates reported in Tables III  and IV,  In  Table IV,
as in Table III,  the coefficient of rea.l  balances is largely unaffected when variables are added to the right-
hand-side of equation  (3).  F\rrt'her, the additional  variables invariably  fail  to  have sta.tistically significant
coefficients- The coefficient of the change in real balances is sometimes also insignificant,  but  in each such
case  its t-*tatistic  is compa.ratively large_s
Time-aggregatlon  bias can also be eliminated by lagging the va.riables  in the set of instruments by two
or more periods'lo  This yields the results reported in Table V. In every case  the coelficient of the chanee in
real balances is statistically  significa.nt, while that  of the addiiional  variable is not.ll
Consider, finally,  Table VI,  which  reports results obtained  when variables which  might  reasonably be
expected to  be correlated with  the incidence of binding,  current-period  liquidity  coustraints  are added to
the right-hand-ide  of equation (3).  According to the table, neither the ratio  of consumer installment  debt
to  disposable income, nor the fraction  of consumer installment  debt more than  B0 days delinquent has a.ny
significant influence on the timiug  of consumption. This is true rega.rdless  of whether instruments are lagged
one period or two.
In summary, once one allorvs  for non-separability  betrveen  real bala.nces  and consumption in the nouse-
hold utility  function,  there is no compelling  evidence that  any variable other  than  real balances has anv
important  effect on the timing  of consumption.
C.  Refinements of the Basic A,Iodel
In  the regression results reported thus far, money balances have been rneasured  by iotal  real 11,11  (cur-
rency plus checkable  deposits) per adult.  It is natural  to rvonder rvhe rer some  o  rer measure  ofreal  balances
might not do a betterjob ofexplaining the timing of household  consumption  expenditures.  Table  VII report6
results obtained when changes  in each  of several  other measures  of liquid assets  rvere  added, one at a r,lme,  rothe right-ha"nd-side of equation (3).  To avoid time-aggregation  bias, all regressions  were undertaken using
instruments lagged two or more quarters.l2
According  to  the  table, neither  those components of the nonetary  aggregate Mz  lvhich are excluded
from  Ml  (i.e., time, savings, and money market deposits), nor those components of the monetary aggregate
'[  which are excluded from  Ml  (short-term  bonds, plus those components of M2 excluded from M1) provide
significant help in explaining quarter-to-quarter  movements in consumption expenditures, once  the influence
of Ml  is taken into account. Nor are predictable variations in the Federal Reserve's  estimate ofthe  household
component  of  Ml  more  highly  correlat'ed wit'h changes in  consumption  than  a.re  variations  in  total  I\{l
ba'lances' The latter  result is presumably due to the fact that  the Federal Reserve,s  estimate of household
money balances cgntains a large, serially correlated measurement error.13
The rea'l rate of interest which  appea.rs  in equations (1) anct (B) ought,  in principre, to  be the return
on that  asset with  the  highest ex-ante  one-period  yield.  Asseis with  Iower ex-a.nte yields would then be
held only insofar a.s  they provide liquidity  services-i.e.,  only insofar as they serve as a within-period  buffer
between receipts and expenditures. In the real world  the appropriate choice of asset yield is far fiom  clear
cut, for the yield on an asset, net o! lransaction  cosr,r,  may depend both on the amount of the asset  purchased
and the length of the interval  over which the asset is held.  Thus  an investment  in stocks or in rea.l  estate
might  be appropriate  in saving for a young chilcl's college education, whereas the money I had planned to
spend at  a restaurant  tonight  might,  in the event thai  the  dinner  must  be postponed for  a month,  quite
rationally sit in my checking  or savinge  account.
In practice the real after-tax  return on Tteasury Bills has been used  most often as  a measure  ofr(t).  This
convention has been fiollowed  in the regressions  reported thus far.  Some studies use stock returns, however,
in constructing a measure of the real interest rate, while others suggest  use of the time-deposit  rate.l4 Table
VIII,  accordingly, presents a comparison of estimates of equation (3) based on the tluee  different proposed
measures of r(t).rs  Results vary little  from  regressiou to  regression.  In  every case the estimated value of
the coefficient of the change in real ba.lances  is about one-third,  and statistically  significant.  The estimated
impact  of the  real interest  rate on the  timing  of consumptiou  is invariably  srnall-indistinguishable  from
zero at  conventional significance levels.16  The  ./-statistics,  which  measure the ability  of  the ins*ruments
to  "explain"  the residuals from  the  instrumental'  variable regressions, are_all well below their  g5 percent
fiitical  values. This  indicates tlrat  the instruments help predict  changes  in consumption only tluough  their
correlation  with  real balances and the real interest rate (holever  measured).I\7.  THE  DDMAND  FOII  MONEY  AND  THE  TIMING  OF  CONSUMPTION
The principal  focus of this paper is on the timing  of household consumption,  and how that  timing  is
influenced by changes  in real money balances. Households,  however, must decide not only when to consume,
but also how they will divide their wealih betrveen  money and interest-bearing  assets.  The two decisions  a.re
closely interrelated, so that  by looking at the demand for money, some insight is gained into how households
allocate consumption  across  time.
In  Part  A,  a household utility  funciion  more generar trran that  underlying  equations (2)  and  (3) of
Section II  is presented. The money-dema.nd equation implied  by this  utility  function  is estimated in  part
B  Results suggest a tight  linkage between consumption and real money balances. Joint  estimation  of the
money-demand  a4d consumption-timing  equations is undertaken in Part  C, Here results difler somewha,t
depending upon the interest rate employed- Using either the rate of return  on three-monih  Tleasury  Bills
or on stocks, the relationship  between real ba.lances  and consumption  appears to be completely rigid:  ihe
timing  of consumption  is uninfluenced by the real interest rate, and the demand for money is uninfluenced
by  the nominal  interest  rate.  Using the  time-deposit  rate,  the linkage between consumption  and money
is weaker, bui  still  positive.  Finally,  Section D  contains comments on the  diflerences between the model
developed here, and that  estimated by poterba. and Rotembers.
A.  The Utilitv  Function
Optimality  requires not only that  the marginal rate of substitution  between current and future consump
tion  equal unity  plus the real rate of interest (c.f.  eq. (1)),  but  also that  the marginal  rate of substitution
between real balances and consumption equal the afteFtax  nomina.l interest rate:
In principle, joint  estimation  of equations (1) and (4) ought to yield nore  accurate and complete estimates
of the parameters of the household ut'ility function  than estimation of either equation alone, This pre'umes,
of course, that  the functional  form  of the utility  function  is properly  specified to begin with.  The -sjmplest
utility function consistent  with equation (3) is:
(5) y(x,,11  )  =  I6{;1Jt.r,-"ltunl
This  is eesentially tlie  uiility  function  adopted by  Poterba and Rotemberg [1987], ihough  their measure of
liquid  assets  is broader than that  used here. In the presert context, serious problems wiih  specificaiion (b)
(4)are  readily apparent.  First, the estimates  ofequation (3) obtained  in Section  III often  imply values  for o and
B which are inconsistent  with concavity  of the furction v(.,.)  as  specified  in (5). In Table  v,  for e\ample,
the estimated  value  of a is usually negative. In Table vIII,  the implied value  of B is much greater  than
unit'y' Fu  her, a log-linear utility function yields  a unit-elastic money  demand  schedule-a result grossly
inconsistent  with empirical  evidence.
Obviously,  a log-linear  specification  of the uiility  function is too restrictive. Accordingly,  suppoee  that
the utility function of the representative  household  takes  the forrrr;
v(x.  M\  =  u  (c(x,  M  \)=  1ffitttc+l - rt, (6)
(7)
where
c(x,M)  = (1  -dn)x+ +0n(rtr,)+l-6
x
.  \  ,  n  ,  Y  \lrrl
[(r-rmt+vm\iint6J"
where7,6, and u are  parametersl  and where  g and 0-  are  random disturbauces,  with d > 0 and 0 <0^<7,
One may think  of C  and X  as consumption  net of and gross of transactions  costs, respectively [f'eenstra,
1986]' People care directly  only about their net consumption, but net consumption is an increasing function
of gross consumption  expenditures and real money balances.rT  There is a consta.nt  elasticity  of substitution
(7)  between net consumption  at different dates. Variation  in 0 reflects shocks to household ta.stes  between
current and future  consumption, while variation in g-  reflects shocks  to the transactions technology---shocks
which change the utility  value of money relative to that  of consumption expenditures.
The  function  U(.)  is concave in net  consumption if  and only  if7  is greater than  zero.  For Ir(.,.)  to
be concave it  is enough ihat  7  and z  both  be greater than  zero, with 
"(+) 
<  r.  An  increase in  real
balances  will  have a positive impact on the marginal utility  of consumption spending (l/x,y  >  0) if and only
if z(:/  + f) > 0.
B.  The Demand  for Money
From equations (a),  (6),  and (7), one can derive a log-linear  relationship  betrveen consumption,  real
money balances, and the nominal interest rate.  Taliing first-<Ii{tererces, orre nas:
(8) ar(,) = (*)lalog(.R(r)) + t*la-f  rl - alog(p*(r))1,where pm =  G{h.  Table IX  presents estimates of equation (8), under the assumption that  log(p-)  follows
a random walk wit'h drift: E1log(pm(t + 1))] = log(pn(r)) *  p-'.t"  The drift parameter,  p-q,  is allowed  to
jump  in the firsi  qua.rter of 1980, reflecting t'he rapid financial innovation  which began at, about that  time.
The  results are generally encouraging.  The  Durbin-Watson  statistic8  show lit  e evidence of  serial
correlation, while the J-statistics  are well below their gb percent uitical  value.
The  estimated  values of 6 and z imply  an interest-elasticity  of the  demand for  money, 
ffi,  which
is essentially zero when the interest rate is measured by the return  available either on stocks or B-month
Tteasury  Bills,  and not  significantly  dillerent  from  zero when the interest rate is measured by the return
available on time deposits.ls The estimated consumption-elasticity  of the demand for money, 
ffi,  is clearly
greater thar  unity,  with  a point  estimate  ranging  from  2.6 to  2.8.20 Thus  houeehold indiference  curves
between money and consumption expenditure are found to be nearly -L-shaped, with  an income-expansron
path that' becomes flatter  as one moves away from  the origin.  The financial innovations of the early 1gg0's
(perhaps the spread of interest-bearing  checking accounts?) appear to have resulted in  an inqease in the
growth  rate of the demand for money.
C.  Simultaneous  Estimation
Using equations  (a), (6), and (Z), one can  show  that
Atog(tzy  (r)  )  = Atos(p(r))  - 1l)arp) (9)  7
- (r  +  6  - 4)atostt  +  (1)n(11{(t)1. 't'  x(,) ''
where  log(p)  = Ioe(d)  -  d(+)bs(1  -  d-).  Substitute  into  equarion  (1,)  to obtain
(10)
Ar(i)  = 7r(r)  - (7(1  + d)  - o;ar.gp  + 11y4ii)y(r).1
*z(po+  *-d+"U+r),
where p6, o' and e(l *  I ) are defined as in Section II,  rvith T taliing the place of ]  in the definition  of e(t + 1).
Simultaneous estimation  of equations (8)  ald  (10) yields the  parameter  estrmates reported  in  Table
X ?1 Results dilfer somewhat depending oD the measure of the interest rate employed.  In  the regressions
involving  the rate of return  either on stocks or on 3-month  Treasury Bills,  the estimated value of d is very
close  to zero,  suggesting  right-angle inLlillerence  curves  betrveen  money  ard consumption  expenditure.  This
is consistent with  the results reported in Table IX.  Wiih  6 =  0, the consumption-elasticity  of the demand for
10money is j,  which is estimated  to be 6.?88  (wiih standard  error 2.b39)  using the l-month  T-Bill  rate, and
3 00 (with standard  error '670)  using  the rate  ofreturn on stocks.  The latter number,  at least,  is reasonably
close to the corresponding estimate in  Table IX.  The estima.ted value of 7, the elasiicity  of intertemporal
substitution  between net consumption in adjacent quarters, is very small:  between .02 ancl .045.
Using the rate of return on time-deposits,  one obtains notably  larger point estimates of the parameters
7  and d than  with  the  other  interest  rate  mea.sures. The  implied  interest  and  consumption  elasticitie6
of dema.nd  for  money a.re  -.353 (s.e., .134) and B.g?1 (s.e., 1.01g) respectively, somewhat higher than  the
estimates reported in Table IX. The relationship between consumption expenditure and real balancee  is thus
not  completely  rigid  lt  is, nevertheless, positive:  the vatue of z(t!  +  +),  which  determin€s the sign of
YxM, is 1.340  (s.e.,  .9b?).
In each of the regressions  in Table X,  the sufficient conditions for  concavity of the uiility  functron are
satisfied: 7, u, ar'd | -  v'l  I  are invariably positive. The ./-statistics  for those regressions  based  on the rates
ofretuln  on time-deposits  a.nd  on stocks fall well below their  g5 percent critical  va.lues.  The "I-siatistics  for
the regressions  based on the 3-monih  T-Bill  rate lie between their  g5 and gg percent fiitical  values. On the
whole then' the data are not inconsistent with  the model.  This is surprising, given the level of aggregation.
D.  Relationshin  to Poterba  and Rotembere,s  Work
Recall thai  Poterba and Rotemberg [198?] have also estimated a model in  rvhich a measure of liquid
assets  is assumed  to enter the household utility  function,  and that  their estimates imply  a negalioe  relation-
ship between consumption  and liquid  assets. The model developed here diflers from  that  of poterba  and
Rotemberg in two obvious respects: in the measure of liquid  assets  employed, and in exact manner in which
that  measure is assumed to enter the household utility  function.  On the first point, poterba  and Rotemberg
measure liquidity  as a CES function  of cash and checkable  deposits, time and savings account balances,  and
holdings of short-telm  government debi.  Ilere  prelimiuary  estimates using a log-linear  approximation  to
the marginal  utility  of consumption ouggested  no significant liquidity  role for the latter  trvo assets  (c.f.  the
results in Table VII),  and so they were excluded from subsequent analysis.r? On the second point,  poterba
and Rotemberg assume  a Cobb-Douglas relationship betrveen  consulnption expenditures rnd  liquidiiy.  Here
a modified CES form was adopted, including the Cobb-Douglas relationship of Poterba and Rotemberg as a
limiiing  case. Estimates of the critical  parameter, d, of this CDS relationship  rvere  found to be much closer
to their  fixed-coeffrcients value, zero, than  to  their  limiting  Cobb-Douglas  value, plus infinity,  suggestrng
that  the Poterba and Rotemberg utility  fulciion  is misspecified.
A  third  diference  between the models rrray also help explain  the  contrasting  results obtained.  The
11model developed here, unlike that  estimated by Poterba and Rotemberg, allows for two types of,,drift,,  in
household prefelences: a tendency for consumption to become more or less  valued through  time (depending
uPon the sign of po =  E [Alog(p(i))]),  and a tendency for valuation placed on money relative to consumption
to rise or fall  thlough  time (depending upon the sign ofp_6  =  E1[Alog(p_(l))]).  Their  failure to allow for
the first  type of drift  probably  accounts for the negative estiurate of the rate of household time preference
which  Poterba and Rotemberg obtain  [poterba and Rntemberg, 19g?, pp.  280-1].  More importan  y, since
the consumption-velocity  of money and the nominal interest rate exhibit  a common upward trend over the
sample period, Poterba and Rotemberg's failure io make provision for drift  in the valuation of liquid  assets
relative to consumption may lead them to assign a larger role to the interest rate in determininq the demand
for liquid  a.ssets  tbar  is, in fact, warranted.
V.  CONCLUSION
The  empirical  results  presented here support  the  notion  that  househokls tend  to  concentrate their
consumptionrpending  in interrals  during  which holclings of liquid  assets  are large.  As a practical matter,
this liquidity  effect can be adequately modeled by including real money balances  as a non-eparable  argument
of the  household utility  function.  In  this  context, inoeases in  real balances raise the  marginal  utility  of
con6umption.
The  efect  of changes in  rea.l balances on consumption  is quite strong:  a ten percent increase in  real
balances results in about  a three percent increase  in spencling on nou-durables  and services. Further, there
is no compelling evidence that,  apart from the real interest rate, any variables other than real balances  have
an impact  on the timing  of consumption.  There is, in particular,  no compelling evidence that  preclictable
changes in  either  income or government purchases are correlated with  changes in  consumption,  once ihe
influence of real balances and the real interest rate are taken into account.
The  importance  assigned to  interest rates in mediating  the liuliage betrveen consumption  aud money
varies depending upon  the  measure of the  iuterest  rate employed.  Using the  rate of  return  on  3-month
Treasury  Bills  or on stocks, changes in nominal  rates have a,  negligible impact  on the demand for money,
and changes  in the real interest rate have little  eflect on the timing  of consumption,  giveu the paih  of r"ul
balances'  When  the interest  rate is measured by the rate of return  on time-deposits,  holvever, significant
elasticitiee of money-demand  and intertemporal  substiiution  are discernable.
An important  inplicat'ion  of these empirical results is that  anticipated  changes  in monetary policy can
be expected to  have real effects even in  the absence  of Iieynesial  wage-price stickiness.  A  high nominal
uterest  rate,  for  example, rvill  tend  to  act  as a  ta-\ ou consutnption,  and  so reduce the supply  of labor
L2fwilson,  1979]. Similarly,  investment \vill tend to  be greatest in periods during  rvhich the nominal  interest
rate is thought  to be high in relation to its own uroving average [Iioenig,  1gg7a, 19gg].
1'lAPPENDIX:  THE  DATA
Unless otherwise noted, all raw data were seasonally  adjusted versions of series  in t1e Citibase economic
data bank. Transformations  were as follows:
Qo-4sumntiql: '25+(GCS82+GCN82)*1000000/P016,  where  GCS82  and GCN82 are  constant-dollar  house-
hold expenditures on services and non-durables, respectively, and where P016 is the Citibase series  lbr the population  age 10*.
ReQl.Monev  Balances:  FN{  1*  1000000/(p016ap),  where  FN{1  is  nominal  M1 and  p = (GCN + GCS)/(GCNS2
+  GCS82) is a price index for non-durables and services,  obtaiued by dividing  nominal expenditures on non-
durables and services  by constant-dollar  expenditures on non-<lurables a.nd  services, Serils for real M2, real
L and real household M1 were constructed similarly, with  FM2,  FML,  and unpublished Federa.l  Reserve  Flow
of tr\nds  estimates of household currency and checiable deposits taking  the place of FM1.  The series pMS
was used in placibf  FM1  over that  period (prior  to  1959) when FMl  is unavailable.  (FMS  was multiplied
by a constant to eliminate  any discontinuityin  lg5g:I.)
D.urable Gqods:  Average of beginning and end-of-quarter  values,  except in Table IV,  where only beginning-
oi-quarter  figures were used. Constructed from a beginning-of-ample  benchmark for ihe stock of consumer
durables, a series  for real, gross investment in 
"on"u*"" 
durables, and an assumed  depreciation rate of.0506 per quarter'  The benchmark was obt'ained by divicling beginninyof-sample  aggregate durables fMusgrave, 1979] bv beginning'-of-sample population  .g"  to+.  Tlie gr"oss  iniestment  series  was GCD82*100ti000/p016,
where GCD82  is constant-dollar  spending ot 
"on"u*u.io"rbles. 
The  depreciation rate is from  Bernanke
[1e85].
Govgrnment Defgnse Prtrcha^ses:-  Constant-dollar  defense  purchases,  GGFDNS.  Not  divicled by population
on the grounds that  national  defense  is, as a first  approximation,  a public good.
Government  Non Defense  Purchases:  (GGE82-GGFENS)+1000000/P016,  where  GGEg2 is consta.nt-dollar
government purchases, and GGFEN8  is deffned as above_
Ilours  of Work:  LHOURS*1000/P016,  where LIIOURS  measures  rnan-hours worked by the employed labor
force.
Disposable Income:  GYD82* 1000000/p0r6, where GyDg2  is constant-dola.r  disposable income.
Stock Prices:  FSPCOM+1000000/(P016*P),  where FSPCOI,I is the Citibase  series  for the Standard and
Poors Common stock price index.
Debt/Income  Ratio:  ccBPY,  ratio  of consumer iustalment  credit to disposable income.
Delinquencv  Rate:  CCI30M, delinquency  rate on consumer  installment  loans.
Nor.ninal  Interest  Rate:  The  basic rneasure of the quarterly,  after-tax  nominal  interest rate was FyGNB*
'01* (l-Tax)/a'  where FYGN3  is the rate ofreturn  on 3 month Treasury Bills, ald  where Tax is the average
marginal  incorne tax rate from  Barro and Sahasaliul [1985]. (The Barro ald  Sahasakul series  ends in 19g2.
I  assume  thai  the ta-\ rate in subsequent yea.rs  remained consta.nt at iis  1982 value.)  Similarly  the leturn
1lj!-.:k:  was  deflned  as  (1-Ta-\)+(rsDxp*.01/4  + (Fspcor.r  (r+1)-FspcoN,l(t))/Fspcor,r(t)),  where
FSDXP  is the annual dividend yield on the Stancla.rcl  and Poors 500 comrnon stocks. The return  en trme
deposits  was defined  as  Rtr'IS&  L*.01+(  l-'fax)/4  from 1956:I  through lg?0:IV, where  RMS&L is ihe annuar
rate of return  on time-deposits  (of all uraturities)  at savings i[stitutions,  obtained from the DRI  data bank.
After  1970:IV, RN{S&L  was replaced by the ceiling rate on g0-day  notice accounts at savings institutions,
as published in various issues  of the Sauings and  Loan Facr  noot  iU.S. League of Savings Ass'ociationsl.
Real Interest Rate:  (1+  n)/(1  *  n) -  1 where I  is one of the measures of the after-tax  nomina.l interest
rate defined  above,  and where  rr = ((p(t  + l)/p(r))  -  1 is the quarterly rate of infla.tion.
Dttmr-nv: Zero prior to  1980:I,  unity  thereafter. The precise  date of the jump  within  1g80  is unimpor-
tant  in estimating  equation  (3).  An  additional  dummy  variable, taking  the value of unity  at the start  of
1983-corresponding  to  the  abandonment, by  the Fecleral lleserve, of its  new operating  proce,lur""-.as
L4insignificant.  Interest-bea.ting checking accounts rvere made legal il  Massachusetts and New Hampshire in
January,  1974; over all  New England  in February, 1976; in Ne.rv  york  in November, 1g?g; New Jersey, rn
December,  1979;  and in the rest of ihe United States  in December,  l.9g{J.
The starting  date of the basic sample period (1951{I)  rvas  dictated by a desire to avoid the beginning of
the Korean War'  rvhen fear that  rationing  would be imposed led to an unusua.l  spurt  in consumpiion [U.S.
President, 1951,  p.  37]. Estimations were performed using TSp  for the pC,  version 4-0.
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See.also  llayashi [1982]  and Hall and llishkin  [1982]. Nelson [198?]  uiticizes Falvin's econometrrc
methodology.
2'  The standard theoretical refetence  is Sidrauski [196?]. See  also  leenstra  [1g86]  and, for empirical evidence,
Mankiw  a.nd  Summers [1986].
3  The empirical  results obtained from estimation of a linear model are very similar, qualitatively,  to those
obtained from estimation  of the log-linear  model developed here fl{oenig,  tOSzll.  ll"t"""  [1982] argues that,
lineat  models of the marginal  utility  of consumption are probabiy  misspecified- In  Section IV,  below, the
log-linearity  assumption is relaxed.
4-  Ilowever,  as Campbell  and  Mankiw  [1987] emphasize, one must  be careful not  to  over-insrrumenl.
Unfortunately,  there is no well-established rule goueining the maximum  acceptable number of insnuments.
In  the  regressions reported  below, in  Section III,  I  generally use about  two  instruments  per right-hand-
side variable.  Thus  the  number  of right*hand-side  variables ranges from  two  to four,  -hile  th1  numbe.
of instruments  (excluding  constant) always lies between five and eight.  The number of observations in the
sta.ndard  sample  period (1951:II  - 1986J),  is 140.
5-  See  the appendi-x for a detailed description of the data.
6'  A  dummy  va.riable, taking  the value of unity  beginning in  the first  quarter of 1980, was also included
on the right-hand-side  of equation (3),  This  dummy  is meant to capture, in an admittedly  crude way, the
increased pace of financial innovation  which began at about this time.  Evidence for such a shift  is reported
in  Rasche [1987] and  Friedma.n [1988].  As Feenstra's analysis demonstrates [Feenstra, 1986], any change
in the transactions technology is equivalent to  a shift  in the indirect  uiility  function  relating  consumption
expenditures and real balances,
7..  The  latter  s,rpposition might  make sense  even if  money and consumption  ale additively  separable in
the uiility  function  One would expect consumption to respond to contemporanequs chang"" in money if,
for exarnple' households perceive real money balances (or, at least, their  outside-money  component) to be
wealth.
8.  Monthly  data for government defense  and nondefense  purchases  was unavailable.
9.  When the expected real interest rate is treated as a constant, ratlter than allorved  to vary, the coeficient
of the change in rea.l  balances is slatisiically  significant in every case  but  one; that  being when the change
in stock prices is included as a right-hand-side  variable.  Dven in this  case, the i-€tatistic  attached to the
coefficient of the cha"nge  in rea.l  balances is much larger than  that  a.ttached  to  the corresponding coeftcient
for the change in stock prices (1.20 for real balances as against .441 for stock prices).
10  The use  of twice-lagged instruments is also  appropriate in estimating equation (3) if log(p(i))  is a constant
plus white  noise rather  than  a random  walk  with  drift.  Measurement error  provides anltier  justification
[Mankiw,  Rotemberg, and Summers, l98b; Hall,  1988].
11. In many ofthe  legressions  reported in Table V, the estimated elasticity of intertemporal  substitution  (j)
is negative (though  not  significantly  so).  Sinilar  results are reported by Hall  [1988]. Setting the elasticity
of intertemporal  substitution  equal to zero in these regressions  has almost no effect on the eitimated  value
(d) of.the coeficient  of the change  in real balances. The t-tatistic  for the cha.nge  in real balances  invariably
rises (sometimes markedly).  In  the constrained regressions  it  remains true that  no variable other than rea.l
balances has a significant impact  on the timing  of consunption-
12,  Sample periods vary, depending upon the availability  of data.
13.  Ilousehold money balances are obtaiued as a residual, after the balances  of businesses,  the government,
and foreigners are deducted from  l{1.  The problem  is that  the cash holdings of foreigners are not known
with  any accuracy.
14. Poterba  and Rotemberg  [1987],  for exarnple,  use  the ]ate of return on stocks  to measure  the real rate of
interest. Mankiw, Rotemberg,  and Summers  [1g85,  p. 236]  suggest  using  the time-deposit rate.
15. The sample period, which is somewhat shorter than that  eurployed heretofore, is dictated by the limited
availability  of data on time-deposit  yields.
1816.  First-tage  E2 and F  coef;frcients-reported on the penultimate  and final rorvs of Table Vlll-indicate
that  this result is nol due to an inability  to forecast the real interest rate.
17. Net consumption approaches  gross  consumption at fi  go"" to zero, and approaches  zero as real balances
go to zero. In farr. net consumprion  is bounded  above  Ly ,lJ"pf  .
18.  Since the ex-post  rate of return  on stocks is often negative, it  was necessary  to replace the expressron
Alog(-R(t))  on the right-hand-side  of equation (S) Uv if{?  in those regressions  in which stock returns were
used  as a measure  of the interest  rat  e-
19.  In  comparison, Mankiw  and Summers [1986] obtain  an estiurate of -.054 (s.e., .013) for  the  rnterest
elasticity  of the  demand for money.  Instrumenial  variables were apparently  noi  used in the Mankiw  and
Summers legressions.
20.  The  corresponding Mankiw  and summers  [1g86] estimate is 1.61 (s.e., .28).  Again,  the l{ankiw  and
Summers estimates are not based on instrumental  uriiubl"*  ,ugr"""roo".
21.  In those regressions  where the interest rate was measured by the rate of return on stocks, the expre6slon
^r"8r1+(;)ry#l
a1ffiyr"+  ''?ft*',
See  Note 18.
22'  Even  without  reference to  formal  statistical  tests, I  find  it  implausible  that,, over the sample period
in question, stocks or teasury  Bills were used to any significant extent as a within-quarter  buffer between
household receipts and expenditures. While passbook savings accounts might well have played such a buffer-
stock role, the  share of such accounts in  total  time  and savings account ba,lances  had fallen  to  less than
one-third by 1978  [U.S. League  of Savings  Associations,  1979].  In any case,  the interest  rate penalty which
one incurred, over this  time period, by putting  money into a passbook savings account as opposed to, say,
a 90-day  time  deposit  account rvas quite  emall  (typically  half  a percentage point)----suggesting that  the
within-quarter  liquidity  services  offered by passbook savings accounts were also small,
in equation (10) was replaced by
19TABLE I
DOES CONSUMPTION FOLLO1V A  RANDOM WALK?
Estimated  Equarion:  Ax(t)=a+d(t)+Az(r-1).
lnstgngntsj  const.,  dummy,  after-tax  T-Bill  rate,  two  lagged  inflation  rates,  Az(t-1).
Sample  Period:  1951:II  - 1986:I.
TI
z  (s.e) (s.e.)
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**  Significant  at five  percenr  level.TABLE II
DO  LAGGED VARIABLES  HAVE  ANY  INDEPENDENT INFLUENCE?
Estimated  Equadon:  A.x(t)=aa|  6ulnlny  + df(r)  + e^m(r)  +/  a(t-l).
lnsEulneltsj  const! dummy,  $vo lagged  afrer-rax  T-Bin ra'tes,  lagged  inflation, Am(r-l),Am(t-Z)Az(a-7).
Sample  Period: 1951:II  - 1986:L



















































































**  Significant at five percent  [evel.lstimated  Equation:  Ax(t)=d  + , dummy  + d(r) + €Am(o  +Az(t).
Basic  Instruments:  consl,  dummy,  two  lagged  aiter-tax  t-niil  rates,  lagged  inflation,  Arn(t-l),Am(r-2).
Sample  Period:  l95IlI  - 1986:I.
TABLE III
DO  VARIABLES  OTHER THAN  REAL  BALANCES AFFECT CONSUMPTION?
DurableGoods GovtDefense Gov't Non-Def.  IIrs. of Work  Income Stock  Prices
a  0.0(X5**






































































































Significant  at  five  percent  lcvel.
Results  from regressions  of Az on ths  instrumens.TABLE IV
DO  VARIABLES  OTHER THAN  REAL  DALANCES AFFECT CONSUMPTION?
(First Month of euarter  Data)
Estimated  Equation:  Ax(r)=a  + b dummy  + d(r) + eAm(r)  +/  z(t).
Basic  rnstruments:  consr.,  dummy,  two  lagged  after-tax  i-Biil  raiis,  two  laggecl  inflation  rates.
Sample  Period: 1959:tII  - 1986Ji.





lst srage+Rz  0.366
lst  StagetF  11.276


















































































Significant  at  five percent  level.
+  Column  I gives  results  from  a regrcssion  ofAm on fie insfuments.
from regressions  of Az on  the  instrumcnls,
All ofter columns  give  resultsTABLE  V
DO  VARIABLES  OTHER THAN  REAL  DALANCES AFFECT CONSUMPTION?
(Tlyice-Lagged  Instruments)
Estimated  Equadon:  Ax(r.)=r  + b dummy  + d(t) + e^m(r)  +Az(r).
Basic  Instruments:  consl,  dummy,  twiceJagged  change  in aiter-iix T-Bill rate,  twice-lagged  in{lation  rate,
an(t_2),  Am(t_3).
Sample  Period: 1951:II  - 1986:I.
Durable Gov't
None  Goods  Defense
Gov't  Hours  of












s.E.*  100  0.4671
F  r7  .824
D.W. 1.928
lst Srxge+Rz  0.4580

























-0.0043  +  +
(0.0014)
-0.0998










































































'"  Significant  at  five percent  lcvel.
i  Column  I gives  results  from a rcgression  of Am on the  instruments.  Other  columns  qive  results  from
rcgrcssions  of Az on  the  instruments.TABLE VI
IS  THERE EVIDENCE OF TIME.VARYING  LIQUIDITY  CONSTRAINTS?
Estimated  Equation:  Ax(r)=d  + b durnmy  + d(r) + e^m(t)  +/Z(r).
Instruments: columns  1  and  3: const.,  dummy,  two  lagged  aiier-tax  T-Bill rates,  lagged  inflation  late,
Am(r-1),  Am(t-2),  Z(t).
Columns  2 and  4: const.,  dummy,  twicelagged change  in after-tax  T-Bill rate,  twicelaggec
inrlation  rate,  Am(-Z),  z(r-1),  Z(t_Z)  (Col.7 only). 
-




















































































Significant  at  five percent  level.
From  regression  of Z(t) on  the  instrumenrs.TABLE  VII
ALTERNATIVE  MEASURES OF  REAL  MONEY  BALANCES
Estimated  Equation:  Ax(r)=d  + , dummy  + dr(t)  + eAm(t)  +fl2(r).
Basic  Instruments:  const.,  dummy,  twice-lagged  change  in afier-tar 'f-gitt  rate,  twice-lagged  inflation
-  rate,Am(r-2),  Am(t-3),  Az(-2).
Sample  Period:  1959:IV  - t986:II  (Columns  I and  2).


























































































Signihcant  at  hve pcrcent  lsvel.
Results  from  a regression  of Az on the  instrumen$.TABLE  VIII
ALTERNATIVE  MEASURES OF THE  INTEREST RATE
Estimated  Equadon:  Ax(t)  = d + b dummy  + d r(t) + e Am(t).
lnstruments:  const.,  dummy,  twice-lagg€d  inflation,  tagged  stock  dividend  yield, Am(t_2),  two lagged
logarithms  of the  after-Ex time-deposit  and  T-Bill rates.
Sample  Period: 1956:III  - 1982:II.
Interest Rate Measure



























































Significant  at  five  percenr  level.
Results  from  a  regression  of fte real  interest  rate  on the  instruments.
Disaibuted  as  I/(5),  wirh  a .95  crirical  value  of 11.070.TABLE IX
ESTIMATES OF THE  MONEY  DEMAND EQUATION
Estimated  Equarion:  Ax(r)  = I + ft dummy  + 6/(l+6) Alog(R(r))  + (v+6)(1+6) Am(t).
lnsEuments:  consl, dummy,  twice-lagged  inflation,  lagged  stock  dividend  yield, Am(t_2),  two lagged
logarithms  of the  after-ax fme-deposit  and  f-giU  rates,
Sample  Pcriod: 1956:III  - l982ll.
Interest Rate Measure












































































Significant  at  five  percent  lcvcl.
From  a regression  of Alog(R)  on the  insLrumcnrs.
Distribured  as  12(5)  wit-tr  a .95  critical  value  of 11.070. ++TABLE  X
JOINT ESTIMATION  OF THE  OPTII\{ALITY  CONDITIONS
Estimated  Equations:  Ax(r)  = I + ft dummy  + g/(l+g) Alog(RO)  + (v+6)/(1+6)  Am(t).
_  Ax(t) = a+b  dummy  + .yr(r)  - ({1+6)-6) Alog (r+ (llv) R(t) M(r)/X(r).
Insruments: const.,  dummy,  twicelagged  inflation,  laggei sm&'dluiCenC  yiefO,  Xm11'-11,  two lagged
logarithms  of the  after-hx time-delDsir  and  f-Bill  rates.
Sample  Period: 1956:III  - 1982:II.
Interest Rate Measure
































































































Significant  at  five  percent  level.
Distribured  as 121tt) in columns  '1,,2,  and.4,  with .95 and .99 crirical values  of 1g,675  and
24.725  respecrively.  Disrributcd  as  12(12)  in columns  3 and  5,  with .95  ancl  .99  critical  values  of
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